
Presents Best Soul Life Events (Continued) on

Sunday 9th January 2022
1.00 to 4.00 PM - £25 per person

1.00 to 1.05  Suzanne will introduce the workshop.

1.05 to 1.50  DAVID CHARLES ROWAN
David has more than two decades of experience teaching the complexities of 
astrology and human behaviour. This talk will focus on past life regression.

1.50 to 2.00  Break

2.00 to 2.50 SUZANNE CAMBRAY
An introduction to Reiki, an ancient hands on healing system; a toolkit for life.  

2.50 to 3.05  Break

3.05 to 3.50  MELISSA GARLAND
Melissa will give an introduction to Paediatric Acupuncture and the theory of 5 
elements with a family focus. Also an overview of sleep and digestive issues aff ecting 
children from a Chinese Medicine perspective, fi nishing with an introduction to ‘Tuina’ 
style massage. And we will step through some calming massage techniques which  
can be used on children and adults too.

3.50 to 4.05  Distant Healing for the World.

4.05 to 4.10    Suzanne to close.

Journey to the Heart and Soul CIC exists to serve and support charitable community organisations, charities 
helping people and charities helping animals, especially where the animals are an emotional support to 
people with problems.

The concept of Journey to the Heart and Soul was developed by Suzanne Cambray as the best vehicle to 
bring support, training, knowledge and hope to as many people as possible so that individuals can lead 
better and more meaningful lives as possible.

Suzanne, a trained nurse, is also a Reiki tutor and has the drive and vision to lead the organisation forward 
in its mission to show a caring heart and a listening ear to those who suff er in body, mind and spirit.

To confi rm your place, please email info@journeytotheheartandsoul.co.uk

Workshop fee: £25
PayPal payments: info@journeytotheheartandsoul.co.uk
Bank transfers: RBS Sort Code: 16-19-26 | Account Number: 17057197 
Cheques payable to: Journey to the Heart and Soul CIC can be posted to:
   21 Old Cross Tree Way, Ash Green, GU12 6HT.

Finally, we would like to draw your attention to The Transforming Autism Project, registered charity 1173134. 
Founded buy Guy Sharhar, author of ‘Transforming Autism’.


